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Abstract:- Reading is one of the important language skills that
junior high school students have in today's digital age.
Information on the development of science and technology that
flows profusely in digital forms, requires the growth of high
reading interest from junior high school students. The high
interest in reading is characterized by the enthusiasm of students
in wanting to understand reading material in a literal, inferential
evaluative, and appreciative manner. This study aims to improve
the reading ability of junior high school students through the
Preview, Question, Read, Reflect, Recite, Review (PQ4R) based
on blended learning strategies. Blended learning technology
combines face-to-face and online learning activities in the
process of reading and understanding reading material. The
methods in experiments using digital reading material was read
using the PQ4R metacognitive strategy. The results of the study
indicate that students carry out reading activities (self-planning)
with Preview and Question stages. Then, the students conduct
reading monitoring (self-monitoring) with the three stages; Read,
Reflect, and Recite. Finally, the students evaluate the progress of
reading (self-evaluation) by conducting a review. Thus, it can be
concluded that the students interest in reading increases by
applying the blended learning based PQ4R metacognitive
strategy.
Index Terms: Metacognitive Strategy, PQ4R, Reading Interest,
Blended Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Reading plays a very important role in human life.
Through reading [1] [2] [3], individual can gain new
experiences that are not limited by time and space. The role
of reading in human life as a gate of science [4]. It can be
said that reading is the gateway to obtain information,
opinions, thoughts, and knowledge [5] [6] and can broaden
individual's horizons. The quality of reading of a person is
determined by how he or she understands the reading
material or texts [7]. In reading, we involve two main skills
that are meaning of words and verbal thinking. Without the
meaning of words and verbal thinking, reading
comprehension does not occur. In addition, reading ability is
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a feature of one's learning [8] and characterizes the progress
of a nation [9]. The low ability to read of students in
Indonesia is also evidenced by the fact that in Indonesia
there are only twelve titles for one million people per year.
The lack of enthusiasm of students in Indonesia in
conducting reading activities [10] [11] may be because they
do not get pleasure in reading. Meanwhile learners will
enjoy reading if the individual gets satisfaction by
increasing information, knowledge, skills, and changing
attitudes [12] in his or her life. In fact, there are still many
students who find difficulties in reading process. The
application in reading is to set the goals and objectives of
reading. The author observes that students have reading
problems, especially difficulties in determining the main
ideas of the reading, concluding the results of the reading,
evaluating the process and results of reading, and
appreciating reading material. Responding to the rapid
development of information today, it needs to be balanced
with an adequate strategy. Blendedlearning technology is
present as a learning resource that can utilize all existing
media from text, sound, images, moving images, animations
and cartoons [13]. Writing can be presented using all the
media, so that it can be adapted to the needs of the reader.
Because the message or meaning obtained from the results
of reading comprehension varies, it can be in the form of
information, knowledge, even expression of feeling, happy,
or sad. Because reading is an activity that is hardly limited
by space and time. Moreover, nowadays, which is often
called the age of information and globalization, the
dimensions of time and place is not limited in life. In this
context, reading is a very crucial need. Learning model can
be implemented in accordance [14] [15] [16] with existing
conditions. It cannot be denied that the more advanced a
nation is, the greater the flow of information and
communication, the reading activity increasingly plays an
important role in human life. Intellectual ability can be used
to relate the facts in the reading, so that the reader can draw
conclusions relating to the contents of the reading correctly.
Extensive knowledge is needed to help interpret the
information contained in the texts. The difficulty in reading
can occur because the reader does not have a metacognitive
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strategy. Blendedlearning technology is presented to
accommodate the problems above.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Reading is a complex intellectual process that involves a
number of skills [17] [10]. The two main skills involved are
the meaning of words and verbal thinking. Without the
meaning of words and verbal thinking, reading
comprehension does not occur. The reading process has
three levels, namely literal understanding, inferential
understanding, and evaluative understanding. In accordance
with the purpose of reading, the meanings of the texts they
read are then compiled and concluded to become a new
knowledge and understanding in readers’ thoughts. In this
case, Anderson et al. said, "Reading is said to be the process
of composing meaning from written text. One of the
principles is automaticity that is human interaction which is
actually best achieved when the focus of attention is on
meaning and message, not on grammar or other linguistic
forms. Language learners need to be freed of control in
order to more easily advance to the automatic process. A
reader can be said to be a skilled and independent reader
(autonomous learner) or has metacognitive abilities if he
can: 1) know the purpose of reading and know what is being
read, 2) know the purpose of reading it themselves, 3) have
a reading strategy, 4) monitor the progress of reading, 5)
evaluate the strategy to read by themselves.
III. METHODOLOGY / MATERIALS
Teachers of reading courses need to understand the main
tasks that must be carried out as stated by Chapman and
King that the main role of the teacher is to fulfill and
support the students' willingness to read and learn so that the
will becomes an internal strength. Dorsolateral Prefrontal
cortex is an area in the brain that is involved in monitoring
the mind and memory. One alternative to overcome the
problem is to implement learning strategies that can provide
a pleasant learning experience and are able to improve
students' reading skills. This strategy not only involves
cognitive abilities but also provides a way for students to
coordinate the reading process using techniques such as
concentration, arrangement, planning, and evaluation.
Metacognitive strategy is one alternative strategy that can be
used to improve student reading skills. The progress of a
nation and state will never be realized if the people do not
like reading. Reading activities have a great power in
changing the order of one's life in achieving a better level.
Blended learning is a technology that combines all existing
media sources ranging from text, sound, moving images and
still images, animation and video. This technology can be
implemented to increase reading interest.
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Figure 1 Blended Learning [18]
Blended learning is a technology that can be used in the
teaching and learning process.
There are some factors determining of reading ability
including; sensory, which is the aspect of the ability to see
and absorb written, perceptual symbols, namely the ability
to capture and interpret what is seen as symbols or words,
sequences, namely the ability to follow patterns of sequence,
logic, and grammar of texts; the relationship between
symbols and sounds and the words that are presented;
experiential, namely the ability to connect words with
experiences that have been held to give meaning to the
word; learning; namely the ability to remember what has
been learned and connect with ideas and facts that have just
been learned; thinking, namely conceptual abilities in
making inferences and evaluations of the material being
studied; apective, namely aspects relating to the interest of
the reader in reading. Because the quality of reading
someone is determined by how he or she understands the
texts being read. Level in reading 1. literal understanding
consists of: a. Identification, b. mention again, c. analysis, d.
reorganization. 2) inferential understanding consists of: a.
interpretation, b. general conclusion, c. prediction 3)
evaluative understanding consists of: a. considerations, b.
appreciation, c. critics. And the level of understanding used
in the discussion refers to the taxonomy which is literal
understanding, inferential understanding (concluding),
evaluative understanding, and appreciative understanding.
Furthermore metacognitive is the process of raising
awareness of how we can do things proportionally and
professionally. One of the existing metacognitife methods
is: the PQ4R method stands for preview, question, read,
reflect, recite, and review. PQ4R is a metacognitive strategy
that encourages students to estimate, ask, read, reflect,
recite, and repeat reading material to be understood and
mastered in their own way. Steps for implementing PQ4R in
reading learning are; Preview: by which tudents carry out a
wide-ranging review and link things that are already known,
direct attention by surveying reading material to get an idea
of general organizing of main topics and sub-topics,
Question: Ask each reader questions about reading material
using the title as a reference question. Use the words "what,
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who, why, where, how", Read: Read reading material, are
not allowed to make long notes, trying to answer the
questions that have been asked, reflection on the material:
understand the information presented by means of:
connecting information with things that students have
known; linking subtopics in the text with the main concepts
or principles, try to solve contradictions in the information
presented; or try to use the reading material to solve
simulated problems, Recitation (Recite): Exercise
remembering information by stating important points out
loud and by asking and answering questions. Students can
use the titles of words that are highlighted, and notes about
the main ideas in asking these questions, Review (review):
In this final step, each student focuses on the questions that
have been asked, answered or not . If you are not sure about
the answer, reread the reading material.
IV. RESULT AND FINDINGS
PQ4R as the method used in developing a metacognitive
strategy consists of the following steps. 1. Preview: Students
conduct activities to review extensively and connect things
that are already known, direct attention by surveying or
skimming reading material to get an idea about the general
organization of the main topics and subtopics. By paying
close attention to the title and subtitle of the reading material
presented by the lecturer, students identify the reading
material to be read. 2.Question: The lecturer guides students
in asking questions to each reader, about reading material
using the title as a reference question. Use the words "what,
where, when, who, why, how" 3. Read: Students begin
reading text books, they are not allowed to make long notes.
Then students try to answer the questions that were asked. 4.
Reflection on the material: Students try to understand the
information presented by (1) connecting that information
with things that students have known; (2) linking subtopics
in the text with the main concepts or principles; (3) try to
solve contradictions in the information presented; or (4) try
to use the reading material to solve simulated problems. 5.
Recitation (Recite): Exercise remembering information by
stating important points aloud, asking and answering
questions. Students can use the title of the words
highlighted, and notes about the main ideas in asking the
question. 6. Review (review): this step is the last step; each
student focuses on the questions that were asked, answered
or not. If you are not sure about the answer, reread the
reading material. Then, the students make a summary or
map of the results of the reading. As an alternative, students
present the results of reading, simulating, or demonstrating.
Cognitive power works with monitoring controls and
minimal intervention. For example: someone might without
much effort be able to tell others what the last meal he had
eaten. However, if he or she was asked what food he or she
had eaten for lunch three days ago, he would not have been
able to simply answer this question involving mental
monitoring of activity for the past few days and trying to
organize the information. There are fundamental differences
between cognitive strategies and metacognitive strategies.
Cognitive strategies help a person achieve goals through
activities carried out. The metacognitive strategy helps
someone provide information about activities or progress
achieved. So cognitive strategies help the readers achieve
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progress, while metacognitive strategies monitor progress
achieved. Metacognitive strategies are relatively new
strategies in education. The data analysis was carried out
during the process of carrying out the teaching of reading
comprehension supported by a description of the activities
of the metacognitive strategy. Today, a metacognitive
strategy has been developed in reading activities. This
metacognitive strategy emphasizes learning control over
individual's own mind.
Table I. PQ4R Metachognitive Strategy
Category
Phase
Activities
Metacognitive
1.
Prereading: • Broadly review
Strategy
Centering
the
reading
reading
material
• Linking things
that are already
known
• Formulate goals
• Direct attention
• Identify readings
•Asking question
2. Read: Settings •
Predict
the
and
contents of the
implementation
reading
of reading
• Through the
reading process:
• Try to find ways
to read,
• organize reading
material optimally
3. Post reading:
• Find answers to
Assess reading
questions
• Know whether
the goal has been
achieved
•
Connect
information with
things that are
already known
•
Solve
contradictions
from
the
information
presented
• Monitor reading
activities
•
Evaluating
reading results
•Reread
• Make summaries
• Simulation and
discussion
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5.

To measure the increase in reading comprehension, a
reading test was employed in each cycle. Referring to
opinions Rubin level criteria for reading comprehension, it
can be grouped into three levels. The first level is where the
independent reader answers correctly 58% and above, both
levels of instructional readers answer correctly 44% -57%,
and the three levels of frustrated readers answer correctly
43% were down. For more details, it is presented in the
following table.
Tabel II. Gap Test Results Interpretation
Skor Gaps Test score
Reading Levels
percentage

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Up to 58 %
Between 44% - 57%
Below 43%

Independent
Intructional
Frustrated

11.

In addition to the gaps test, to see an increase in reading
comprehension, a multiple choice test consisted of 30 items
in the first cycle, and 29 multiple choice questions in the
second cycle were distributed. Through this multiple-choice
test, the students' understanding of literary material,
inferential, evaluation, and appreciative can be assessed.

12.
13.

14.

V. CONCLUSION
Reading learning through PQ4R metacognitive strategies
based on blended learning can increase students' interest and
reading comprehension. Improvement occurs because the
learning addresses the phases proposed in this strategy.
Reading concentration activities are carried out to foster
interest and prepare students to face reading activities.
In reading comprehension, previewing or reading
concentration has important contributions, especially in
terms of making students aware of the purpose of reading,
linking information, predicting the contents of the reading.
This activity is monitoring understanding. Readers who do
not monitor understanding will get deviant information.
Based on observations observations of student activities in
learning to read by using a blended learning based PQ4R
metacognitive strategy showed that literacy, inferential,
evaluation and appreciation interest and ability to
understand reading improved.

15.

16.
17.
18.
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